
Join Our Private Match List
Due to the Pandemic of the last 12 months we have had to change the way we work, which has meant our current private Bespoke Match clients
private searches are on hold temporarily, however; over the next few months we envisage our service to be re-starting so between now and then
we are creating a registration list of “potential” suitable matches for our fully invested private clients. We always use every method possible at our
disposal to find our Bespoke Match clients their ideal match. Every introduction we present to them has to reach at least 80% of their criteria,
and not just anyone single. If interested in joining our match list, joining is simple and straightforward. No long term commitment nor a substantial
investment, just the opportunity of being selected by one of our private clients in the near future.

To join you just need to complete an online form to help us to create a professional profile on you, to include three good photos, no snapshots.
You then pay the *special offer joining fee of £100 for 6 months. Longer options are available but at the usual cost as follows; 9 Months

£695.00, 12 Months £995.00 the same terms apply. No other fees are required. After completing your profile we then keep your details for your
chosen period, 6 months special offer, or 9 or 12 months to circulate to suitable clients. Bespoke Match clients are currently on hold, so we are

creating
a list of individuals, both men and women seeking a life partner or marriage to register for consideration by private our clients.

*One Time Special 6 Month Offer at £100
This offer provides huge opportunities to be SEEN by genuine and invested people seeking marriage or a life partner. All our clients are committed
to finding a life partner. You need to be educated, well spoken and well presented, ideally residing in London and the Home Counties, however,
if you live further afield or even internationally, you are still welcome as our aim is to create a register of exceptional people
giving our clients the BEST and widest opportunities of finding their IDEAL MATCH. This is an exclusive offer with great potential.

Terms & Conditions
You understand you are simply being retained for the purpose of providing our BESPOKE MATCH clients an additional source of potential
matches, we are not actively working for you, headhunting or placing searches for you. You also agree to a face to face meeting with the agency,
which could be in Oxfordshire where the service is based but we will consider a face to face meeting by Skype. A face to face meeting is ONLY
required if you are selected by a client. If you are selected, you’ll be contacted by the agency with the clients profile so you can make your
decision as to whether to accept or not. You may be contacted once, several times or not at all, it all depends on current clients and new clients
engaging the service as to whether you’re selected. No introductions are permitted without the agency seeing you either by an actual meeting or
one over Skype, and like our Bespoke Match clients, you would be required to provide three documents for ID purposes ( top part utility
bill/council tax/land-line phone bill/any official letter showing your home address given on the form, divorce or separation documents if
applicable) this can be by email, all details are then returned to you, we do not keep sensitive data.

Payment of Fees
Payment is by direct bank transfer, bank details are provided once you have completed the registration form at the end. By going ahead you
agree to the terms above and understand NO refund of fees are made, fees are to cover cover our admin time, face to face meeting, arranging
introductions if chosen.

What Happens Once I’ve Paid My Fee?
Once we have received your fee, you will receive an e-receipt stating the fee received, date received and end-date of the 6 month special offer, or
for the 9 or 12 months registration option if that be your choice. We collate all the relevant details from the online profile form to create a professional
profile. ID VERIFICATION: is ONLY requested if you are selected and you want to proceed to an introduction and NOT upon completing the
registration. YOUR PROFILE: will NOT contain any private details, surname, phone numbers, home or work address, nor home or mobile number,
these are for the agency. Your profile will not be available online, we will retain your profile on our “active” registration list where you agree to
us circulating your profile at our discretion. Please note, no guarantees on being selected can be given, as it is down to the client to select.

*We reserve the right to alter fees, terms & conditions, registration periods for
the needs of the service. Members already registered will not be affected*


